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Abstract This project explores vaccine hesitancy through an artist–scientist collaboration. It 
aims to create better understanding of vaccine hesitant parents’ health beliefs and how these 
influence their vaccine-critical decisions. The project interviews vaccine-hesitant parents in 
the Netherlands and Finland and develops experimental visual-narrative means to analyse the 
interview data. Vaccine-hesitant parents’ health beliefs are, in this study, expressed through 
stories, and they are paralleled with so-called illness narratives. The study explores the 
following four main health beliefs originating from the parents’ interviews: (1) perceived 
benefits of illness, (2) belief in the body’s intelligence and self-healing capacity, (3) beliefs 
about the “inside–outside” flow of substances in the body, and (4) view of death as a natural 
part of life. These beliefs are interpreted through arts-based diagrammatic representations. 
These diagrams, merging multiple aspects of the parents’ narratives, are subsequently used in 
a collaborative meaning-making dialogue between the artist and the scientist. The resulting 
dialogue contrasts the health beliefs behind vaccine hesitancy with scientific knowledge, as 
well as the authors’ personal, and differing, attitudes toward these.  
“The final publication is available at Springer via http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01402382.2016.1266187."
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Introduction 
Vaccination and modern vaccines are generally accepted by populations all over the world as 
the safest and most effective preventive measure against a number of serious and potentially 
deadly infectious diseases. However, a small proportion of the population is sceptical 
regarding vaccines; they want to delay and divide various vaccine combinations or refuse to 
take them at all. The reasons behind each individual’s decision differ and are context specific; 
they vary from religious convictions to the secular, include political and philosophical 
concepts, and some are more emotional in nature. These attitudes have existed throughout the 
history of vaccination. However, there are reasons to believe that new sociodynamic factors, 
including the emerging cultural features of “healthism” and the self-empowerment rhetoric 
conveyed by health promotion (Peretti-Watel et al. 2015), which appeared in the early 
twenty-first century have made it increasingly urgent to address the phenomenon of vaccine 
hesitancy (MacDonald et al. 2015).  
The current project aims to increase understanding of vaccine hesitant parents’ health beliefs 
and how these influence their vaccine-critical decisions. It emerges from a three-year 
multidisciplinary international project, The Vaccine Project, which aims to increase public 
understanding of vaccines and vaccination through art and to improve global decision-
making in the field.1 The current article is a collaborative project between an artist and a 
vaccine scientist and it contributes to an emerging field of arts-based health research (ABHR) 
(Boydell et al. 2012). Research conducted in the ABHR field combines traditional qualitative 
strategies such as interviews with methods informed by the arts and uses them to explore new 
forms of knowledge translation (Boydell et al. 2016). Next to inviting patients to express 
themselves through art, arts-based health research typically includes projects in which artist-
researchers explore their personal illness experiences (Platten, Warin, and Coggrave 2014) or 
projects in which medical and healthcare practitioners or students are stimulated to use 
artistic methods to develop awareness of the patients’ perspective (De la Croix et al. 2011) 
and to consider the whole person of both the patient and the clinician (Bolton 2008). 
Studies that aim to describe or evaluate reasons for vaccine hesitancy often distinguish 




beliefs” (Smith et al. 2011; Mckee and Bohannon 2016). However, these are usually not 
inspected in detail, and the exact beliefs about the body and health that underlie this parental 
behaviour are not identified. Moreover, the label “personal belief” does not fully represent all 
beliefs, some of which are developed, for instance, as a result of anthroposophical healthcare 
consultations and are shared by a large group of like-minded people. This study examines 
four of the most prevalent health beliefs behind late and selective vaccination and vaccine 
refusal as expressed in interviews by vaccine-hesitant parents. It then aims to form ideas on 
how to maintain an open dialogue between vaccine hesitant parents, healthcare providers, and 
the government. In achieving these goals, two distinct voices co-exist, those of the artist and 
the scientist. The scientist represents the voice of “expert knowledge,” while the artist’s trust 
in this knowledge is only partial and she, in fact, has hesitations about vaccines. In this arts-
based project, the two collaborators thus disagree on particular aspects of vaccine acceptance.  
The study involves methodological experimentation in its analysis of the interview data. It 
develops visual-narrative ways to investigate vaccine hesitancy: the artist and the scientist 
explore forms of visual dialogue in their examination of the vaccine hesitant parents’ 
interview narratives, eliciting and exchanging readings on these through interpretative 
visualizations. By analysing and publishing the interview data using visual-narrative coding 
processes, the project explores the role of art in scientific inquiry and simultaneously the role 
of science in artistic inquiry. The article introduces vaccine hesitant parents’ key health 
beliefs and exposes parts of the collaborators’ meaning-making of those beliefs.   
The study proceeds in three stages: first, the artist develops diagrammatic drawings to code 
the data and map the core health beliefs represented in them. Second, these visual narratives 
are introduced and discussed with the scientist and his colleagues, generating 
interdisciplinary meaning-making narratives. This process explores various dichotomies in 
beliefs and knowledge between parents, the artist, and the vaccine experts. Third, the 
collaborators reflect on the meaning-making process.  
 
Study Procedure 
The data collected consists of interviews with nine parents who identified themselves as 
being, to varying degrees, vaccine critical, ranging from “selective and late vaccinators” 
(n = 6) to total refusal of vaccines (n = 3). These parents were between thirty-seven and forty-
five years of age, and they all had children who ranged in age from zero to fifteen years 
(n = 17). Seven mothers and two fathers were interviewed by Kaisu. The participants 
represent four different nationalities, all are residents of either the Netherlands or Finland, 
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and they were recruited through Kaisu’s social network. The interviews were conducted 
between October 2015 and April 2016. The open-ended interviews varied from forty-five to 
ninety-five minutes in duration; they were conducted and audio-recorded at the interviewee’s 
home and subsequently transcribed verbatim. All the participants gave their informed 
consent, and the study was conducted in accordance with the standards of the Human 
Sciences Ethics Committee of the University of Tampere.  
The parents’ arguments were divided into two main categories: (1) health beliefs and (2) 
negative perceptions and experiences with vaccines. Health beliefs refer to the parents’ 
perceptions of the body’s immunity, including related aspects of physiology, mental-
emotional development, and the life cycle from birth to death. Sometimes the parents’ health 
beliefs were expressed literally, as in “I just believe all healing is possible”; sometimes they 
were illustrated through stories and metaphors. The belief that “everybody is unique” refers 
not only to an individual’s unique personality but also that this personality is manifested in a 
unique physical body (including unique immune system responses).  
These health beliefs should not be confused with the psychological health belief model 
(Rosenstock 1974), in which one of the key elements is the avoidance of negative health 
consequences. Though connected, the beliefs of the parents interviewed are different from 
those who perceive vaccine-preventable illnesses as being of low risk. Furthermore, rather 
than elaborating on arguments based on fear of the vaccine substances or on negative 
perceptions of the pharmaceutical industry and the healthcare system, this article focuses on 
the parents’ actual health belief narratives, including their origins and the way in which they 
were expressed. While there is ambiguity over whether the term vaccine hesitancy refers to a 
set of beliefs, attitudes, or behaviours or to a combination of these (Peretti-Watel et al. 2015), 
this study holds that particular health beliefs precede negative attitudes towards vaccination 
and thus form the foundation on which the parents base their decisions and behaviours.  
The authors met in August 2015 when both were invited to participate in The Vaccine 
Project. After the initial workshop in Ottawa, their collaboration, initiated by Kaisu, began in 
November 2015 and took place through teleconferences, phone calls, and emails. The 
collaboration before and during the interviews consisted of designing and adapting the 
interview questions and adding a set of questions Johan and his colleagues thought were 
missing from Kaisu’s preliminary question list. Next to the documentation of parents’ 
immunization decisions and the reasons behind them, the interviews included questions about 
their knowledge of vaccine-preventable diseases, perceptions of vaccines and the healthcare 
system, and their views on the relationship between an individual and a herd. After 
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completing the parents’ interviews, Kaisu explored the data by creating arts-based 
diagrammatic interpretations of them in April–May 2016. The interview data and the 
diagrams were discussed with Johan during four teleconference sessions in May–June 2016. 
These sessions were recorded and transcribed verbatim. 
The study is also connected with medical education, and Kaisu has further developed the 
interview findings and the dialogue with Johan into an arts-based video to be employed in 
medical education. This video piece, Conversations with Vaccine-Critical Parents, was pilot-
tested in the “Prevention Study Module” in August 2016 in the University of Tampere 
medical school and will be examined in a separate research article with the collaborating 
medical educators.  
 
Health Beliefs, Illness Narratives, and Theories of Illness 
Vaccine hesitancy research usually takes place through surveys, (sometimes online) focus 
groups, or phone interviews (Harmsen et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2011; McKee and Bohannon 
2016). In this study, the parents were interviewed in their homes, providing time and privacy 
for them to share their personal viewpoints. This study considers the health beliefs that 
manifest themselves through various kinds of stories or narratives, either having been 
experienced personally or having happened to someone else (for example, as heard from 
friends or a doctor). Some of the stories represent generalized ideas of how the body 
functions in both health and illness, which the parents then apply in taking care of their child. 
Stories are thus the form in which these beliefs are exchanged with other people, including 
the interviewer. These stories have similarities with so-called illness narratives in that they 
aim for an understanding of the reasons for and the personal meaning of illness in a child’s 
life. While the purpose of the interviews was not to focus on particular illnesses, and it was 
not known beforehand whether the participants’ children had experienced vaccine-
preventable diseases, and, if so, which diseases these were, most parents generated several 
“micro illness narratives” to illustrate their particular health beliefs.  
Two types of illness narrative especially parallel the parents’ health belief narratives. 
Drawing from Arthur W. Frank’s (1995) typology of three main types of illness narrative, 
these are: the restitution narrative, the chaos narrative, and the quest narrative. Most of the 
parents’ beliefs were expressed in the form of the quest narrative. In a quest narrative the 
body, or a person, is allowed to journey through illness in the belief that something is to be 
gained from the experience. The quest narratives construct not only alternative ways of being 
ill but also alternative ways of being well (Kilty 2000). For instance, narratives of perceived 
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benefit from illness result in thankfulness and an understanding of why the child is currently 
healthy. At the same time, the parents also have a firm belief in restorable health and share 
the restitution narrative: “Yesterday I was healthy, today I am sick, but tomorrow I will be 
healthy again” (Frank 1995). While this is the prevalent narrative in Western medicine as 
well, the vaccine-hesitant parents’ restitution narrative takes place without medical 
interventions but due to the body’s own self-healing capacity and immune responses. In fact, 
most of the parents interviewed believed in “improvable” health by perceiving an illness as 
supporting the child’s mental-physical development, with the child being “healthier” 
tomorrow. While the authors acknowledge narrative merely as one of the many forms and 
ways to access an individual health belief (see Woods 2011), in this study the narratives seem 
inherent to most of the parents’ beliefs, striving for coherence of their child’s health and 
illness.  
In anthropological terms, the parents’ beliefs involve features of both “personalistic” and 
naturalistic theories of illness (Trollope-Kumar 2002). Some of the parents perceive illnesses 
as having an impact on the child’s mental-emotional characteristics and development, while 
some of them adopt humoral concepts of health in their perceptions of the flow of bodily 
substances and of the body’s temperature. Furthermore, most health beliefs translate directly 
into parental behaviour, such as avoiding the suppression of a child’s cough or purposefully 
contacting them with an illness. Other health beliefs, however, are more abstract and are 
based on and expressed through stories from other contexts. For instance, in contemplating 
death as part of life, a parent may employ a narrative about the re-animation of an elderly 
patient, rather than discussing the possibility of the death of their own child. In this article, 
we introduce aspects of four main health beliefs that form the foundations of vaccine 
hesitancy: (1) perceived benefits of illness, (2) belief in the body’s intelligence and self-
healing capacity, (3) beliefs about the “inside–outside” flow of substances in the body, and 
(4) view of death as a natural part of life. The first three beliefs were expressed through 
narratives answering the question “does illness have a purpose?” The fourth type of health 
belief narrative emerged in response to the question “do you feel responsibility towards 
others when it comes to infectious diseases?” 
 
Designing the Diagrams 
The experimental methodology of this study revolves around the translation of the parents’ 
health-belief narratives into arts-based diagrammatic interpretations by the artist-researcher. 
These diagrams represent the main findings of the qualitative interview data, making the 
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selected health beliefs visible and functioning as a vehicle for interdisciplinary conversation 
about them. In doing so, the project creates a dialogue between the vaccine-critical parents’ 
health beliefs and scientific views on vaccines. The artist is the mediator in this dialogue, 
facilitating a dialogue with “science” through an arts-based interpretation of the parents’ 
health beliefs. In fact, she varies between representing these health beliefs in parallel with 
what she considers to be the scientific view (see Figure 2), and presenting them as though the 
health beliefs were, in fact, science (see Figures 1 and 3). In the latter case, the health beliefs 
are expressed through visual conventions of science without an actual (or imagined) scientific 
counterpoint.  Furthermore, labelling of these diagrams univocally “Child development after 
illness” and “Inward turn due to suppression,” for instance, plays a role in representing these 
as-if factual illustrations of such processes.  
This study explores ways in which the arts-based visual interpretation stimulates and enriches 
the meaning-making around the health beliefs, as opposed to viewing the interview 
transcriptions alone. The process is a form of graphic elicitation, a researcher-led 
diagrammatic elicitation, where the artist-researcher creates the diagrams during the data 
collection process for discussion with the scientist (Umoquit et al. 2013). Parallel to 
exploring the vaccine hesitant parents’ health beliefs, the study distinguishes the diagrams’ 
function in the interview analysis in the following ways: first, the diagrams form various 
relationships between the parents’ health beliefs, the stories through which they are 
expressed, and natural science narratives. Through the collaborative meaning-making, Johan, 
the scientist, is invited to reflect on the parents’ stories from his perspective of scientific 
expertise and experience, thus interpreting the diagrams in ways different from those Kaisu 
anticipated. Second, some of the diagrams demonstrate two polarities: the parents’ belief and 
what Kaisu thought the scientific equivalent might be, while Johan complements these with 
both natural science and his personal viewpoints. He, for instance, introduces views that 
contrast with the parents’ beliefs or blur the borders between the clear-cut distinctions Kaisu 
had drawn in the diagrams. Third, as a scientist, Johan associates the diagrams with 
biomedical narratives absent from the parents’ accounts and attempts to translate the logic of 
the parents’ beliefs into the logic of science and into scientific narratives of how the body, 
illness, or medication function. 
This study was initially developed as a film-based inquiry in which the visuals as well as the 
dialogue are created by the artist-researcher in collaboration with the parents and the 
scientist. In this regard, it includes a pervasive performative dimension, as Kaisu represents 
the parents’ views to Johan occasionally in a role-play-like manner, and as each commentary 
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may potentially be incorporated in a film resulting from the project. Due to ethics constraints, 
the parents were kept visually anonymous, which guided the decision to exclude talking 
heads from the scientist’s reflection as well and to create animated drawings instead. The 
time-based medium of film allows the diagrams to emerge gradually together with the 
reflective dialogue.  
In Kaisu’s previous research projects (Koski 2013, 2014a, 2014b; Koski, Heyning, and 
Zwijnenberg 2016), she analysed and transformed interview data, for instance with medical 
students, into video and animation works. All these works embraced the ambiguity and 
multiple interpretations of the interviewees’ narratives, aiming to activate the viewer to 
consider their own personal viewpoints as well. In this study, the dialogues with medical and 
pharmaceutical professionals and familiarization with the conventions of science 
visualization contributed to the meaningful data analysis of vaccine hesitancy. This made it 
possible for the artist researcher to thematize, deconstruct, and transform the interview data 
into a visual form.   
The particular aesthetic choice for the science-inspired diagrammatic expression was 
determined through an artistic process after completion of the interviews. This means that 
Kaisu had not decided beforehand what kind of arts-based interpretation she would create, so 
that the resulting interpretative data visualizations were grounded in the data itself, while also 
expressing the artistic style of the artist-researcher. In this study, the diagrams were chosen 
for their potential in examining spatio-temporal relations. Yet, unlike conventional scientific 
data visualization, they include aspects such as humour and present an interplay of clinical 
and personal dimensions.  
All the diagrams operate close to the interface between evidence and imagination. On the one 
hand, the parents’ beliefs, the actual interview data, may not be evidence-based. From a 
scientific viewpoint, the data may thus be disinformation about the body and about vaccines. 
On the other hand, the methods of display preserve the integrity of the beliefs (Tufte 1997) as 
the narratives are truthfully represented in the pictures. Yet, unlike conventional scientific 
diagrams, various quantities are absent from these pictures: units such as time, the child’s 
age, and body temperature are not specified as the focus is intentionally drawn into the stories 
themselves. There are two reasons for this. The specific quantities were absent from the 
parents’ stories to begin with, and exact quantities would also invite the reader to analyse the 
diagrams based on the evidence only and thus too easily dismiss the power of a particular 
underlying belief.  
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The diagrams employ several visual strategies to explore the interview data. In doing so, they 
are layering information from various aspects of the participants’ stories as well as from 
scientific views on immunization. In fact, all of them represent narratives of time and space 
by illustrating a temporal course of events (Tufte 1990). Furthermore, several narrative 
itineraries can be found, such as “time-tables” of fever development and route maps for 
bacteria and vaccines (Tufte 1990).  
Several of the diagrams employ strategies of visual parallelism by locating paired images 
next to each other, connected by their similar orientation and content (Tufte 1997). In these 
instances, the diagram contains multiple channels of contrasted information. These channels 
include beliefs about the role of the body in contracting an illness, different modes of drug 
administration, and an anatomical cross-section narrative with its hand-drawn abstraction. 
The diagrams employ separation by dividing the layout into two sides. This allows the viewer 
to consider a comparison, something that is at the heart of quantitative reasoning (Tufte 
1990). However, it is seldom that beliefs and scientific views are presented in a visualized 
comparison as the diagrams here endeavour to do.  
 
The Parents’ Health Beliefs: Meaning-Making Using the Diagrams 
Before the collaborative meaning-making teleconferences, Kaisu sent Johan a written 
summary of her interview findings and the diagrams she had created based on those. The 
diagrams did thus not come as a surprise to Johan, but it was planned beforehand which 
narrative and diagram would be analysed in each session. During the teleconference 
conversations, Kaisu and Johan had both the selected diagrams and a video image of each 
other on their computer monitors. The diagrams provided the starting point for the 
conversations, representing often a compression of multiple parents’ narratives into one 
image. From a scientific viewpoint, each diagram (and health belief) has something “false” or 
unrealistic in it, thus inherently creating tension and provocation for an interesting 
conversation with a scientist. Each diagram serves as a focal point for an individual meaning-
making conversation, as well as a stimulus for discussing complementary themes and 
interpretations. Through this interdisciplinary meaning-making process, the following four 
main health beliefs were identified. 
 
1. Perceived Benefits of Illness  
Belief: (Vaccine-preventable) illnesses are beneficial. 
Story: Mumps made a timid child more extroverted (quest narrative). 
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One of the most consistent narratives (n = 7) in the parents’ interviews was the perceived 
advantages of going through the disease process. A similar concept emerged in a study by 
Harmsen et al. (2013), according to which some parents, especially those who were following 
the anthroposophical lifestyle, believed that physical and mental development would occur 
through undergoing a disease. Later in the text, we will elaborate on the various advantages 
perceived and on the perceived role of the parent during a child’s illness. This belief strongly 
influences the parent’s behaviour, whether in terms of going to see a doctor or staying home 
from work. 
 
Fig. 1 Perceived benefits of illness 
 
Kaisu: Most of the parents identified illness as something positive that contributed to their 
child’s growth. This might be physical such as learning to walk, when, after being ill, the 
child suddenly started to walk although they had only been crawling before, or it might be 
that they suddenly started to talk or even that the child’s character changed after an illness. 
For example, having been very timid, quiet, and shy, suddenly, having had the mumps, a 
child became more extroverted and dared to voice an opinion. This diagram communicates 
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that the parents feel their primary responsibility is to be at home with a sick child. The 
societal pressure to go back to work as soon as possible is experienced as unimportant 
relative to standing by their sick child.  
Johan: It’s important to remember that many thousands of diseases and infections stimulate 
your immune system to work in your body. Many of these are not vaccine-preventable 
diseases: you have various diarrheal diseases and the common cold, which you are not 
vaccinated against, so the child will inevitably get sick, regardless of vaccines. I think it is a 
common misconception that when you are vaccinated your immune system will not be 
stimulated by bacteria and viruses. [The parents] seem to be convinced that when their 
children don’t have measles or flu their immune system will not develop.  
Kaisu: I think this is an important point because it seems to me that the parents don’t make a 
distinction between a common cold and measles, for example. So if this diagram could say, 
“a child’s development after the common cold,” it would be a different story. If it says, “after 
a vaccine-preventable illness” it would again be read differently. 
Johan: Yeah absolutely, if the parents don’t distinguish between measles and the common 
cold it is a problem. When they have measles most people are definitely very sick, they do 
need to stay at home, and most children are completely healthy afterwards. However, if you 
look at the whole population, some individuals who contract measles become really ill and 
can even die. That is not the case with the common cold. In addition, your immune system is 
actually very “low” or weak after measles. A lot of things can happen after you have had 
measles. So, it’s not, as some people believe, that you are stronger after measles; actually, 
you are much weaker. That’s a fact, so you need to be careful because additional diseases, 
secondary infections, are very common after measles. 
Kaisu: Many parents consider the illness as being merely the active expression of the illness. 
They think of it as the time when you have a fever and a rash on your skin, things like that. 
Parents don’t consider the incubation period or the lowered immune system afterwards.  
Johan: It’s quite surprising to hear that because we all should be sufficiently educated to 
know about this. But it also indicates how we relate to what we can directly sense and feel, 
and we forget our knowledge and forget the complexity of what we don’t see. “There’s more 
to the picture than meets the eye…. The iceberg is much bigger than what you see, etc. etc.” 
Even though we as a society are rather sophisticated, and our education system is advanced, 
we tend to go back to rather unsophisticated world views, and sometimes we end up acting 
like we were from the Middle Ages. 
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Kaisu: Well I have a few theories about this, and why it is like that, especially for this group 
of parents. I sense their enormous longing for something they label “natural.” So, it is not a 
longing for the Middle Ages, but to go back to something far more intuitive, where they 
respond to the cycles of nature rather than to the cycles of medical intervention, for example.  
 
Reflection 
This conversation introduces two aspects underlying the parents’ health beliefs. First, the 
parents typically bundle many illnesses under the same umbrella and fail to make a 
distinction between a common cold and vaccine-preventable illnesses. However, from a 
natural science viewpoint, there are enough infections to stimulate the immune system even if 
one does not contract a vaccine-preventable disease. Furthermore, from a scientific 
perspective, our continuous contact with microbes stimulates our immune systems without 
necessarily causing disease at all. The second aspect is that natural science recognizes that the 
immune system is lowered after a vaccine-preventable illness, such as measles, while many 
parents consider the illness to be only the active expression of symptoms and not the periods 
before or after. In the course of an interdisciplinary meaning-making dialogue, these aspects 
were able to emerge organically, instead of Kaisu merely introducing the parents’ viewpoints 
and Johan responding to them. Johan equally introduced the views of natural science, 
initiating a theme, which Kaisu attempted to relate to the parents’ narratives.  
 
2. The Body Knows Best  
Beliefs: the body’s intelligence and self-healing capacity, improvable health 
Stories: a boy “searching” for illness, a boy “developing” illness (quest narratives) 
This diagram emerged from a narrative in which a parent tells about a friend’s son whose 
body is “searching for an illness” that would enable him to become thoroughly sick. He has 
been continuously just a little bit sick, and the anthroposophical doctor has introduced the 
idea that he may be looking for a more serious illness to clear out his system thoroughly. This 
story is told by reporting what the friend and a doctor have said. Underlying it is the belief 
that the body is an intelligent agent or entity, which knows best what it needs and may be 
actively looking for an illness for cleansing purposes. This belief considers illness as 
productive both physically and emotionally, as portrayed in the figure 2 narrative. This 
opposes the scientific view in which bacteria and viruses are always active and the body 
should be prepared to prevent their attacks. In the first narrative, the needs of the individual 
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were seen as paramount, but the second narrative contains a double risk where not only is the 
body attacked, but the virus can spread uncontrollably to other bodies/individuals.  
 
Fig. 2 The body knows best 
 
Kaisu: Here I’ve shown three steps in the first view where the active body plays the active 
role in the narrative, searching for an illness and then through the illness experiencing some 
kind of mental-emotional initiation. After that, it is cleansed from whatever it needs to be 
cleansed from. This is opposed to the scientific view, which presents a narrative about active 
bacteria. Typically these are looking for a host to attack, a human body, and a battle follows. 
In this scene, the illness is a battle against the bacteria and, at best, you will survive the 
battle, but you may spread it to all the other bodies around you.  
Johan: Bear in mind that you might have other scenarios too. For example, in natural science 
we often have the situation where microbes live in a symbiotic or passive state with the host. 
But then, all of a sudden, a few individuals will get the disease while the rest of the 
population continue to carry the bacteria or other micro-organisms as commensals. This is 
often the case with, e.g., meningococci, where ten per cent of humans have it in their throats 
at any given time, but very few get the disease from it.  Regarding the anthroposophical 
understanding, there are elements to that story that also fit with natural science. When you 
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really stimulate the cytokines and other kinds of biologically active substances with an 
infection or, for instance, with the tuberculosis vaccine (BCG), the body reacts strongly and 
can also eliminate other things. In the Netherlands and in other places too, they have used the 
BCG vaccine as a cure or a treatment for bladder cancer. Because the body reacts with a lot 
of immune cells they “clean out the cancer.” So, there are elements of this narrative that also 
relate to conventional medicine. However, the “bodily intelligence” mentioned in the story, 
which is “searching for an agent that will initiate the cleansing,” sounds a bit far-fetched to 
me.  
Kaisu: For me, the implication that people who get severely ill have somehow searched 
intentionally for that illness is challenging. So, if we take the [story of the] child who 
frequently develops a fever because it allows him to withdraw from the world for a period, 
there appears to be an ambiguity about whether illnesses are actually self-created. That is 
interesting, but it places a lot of responsibility on the individual. However, I also recognize in 
myself the need to create a coherent narrative, a meaning for certain events in my life. Why 
do these events happen? This question seems to be very central to many of the parents’ 
arguments. The narrative of illness and its meaning feels important to them. It appears that 
even if you want to live naturally and you let things take their own course, you will still have 
a strong need to understand why things happen. But one can easily create different stories 
from the same situation. 
Johan:  I think, in what you have just said, you are capturing something very important. 
Maybe this is a strong feature of this group of parents that you have been interviewing and of 
their environment. However, I think it is also universal human behaviour to try to find the 
“logic behind” our life events. We humans try to create a sort of logic, to find some reasoning 
behind what’s happening in our lives. However, as I said earlier, very often, to me at least, 
many things just happen by chance and there is no real logic behind them, but it’s chance and 
that’s actually life itself. 
Kaisu: Yeah, I wish I could have the same attitude, honestly. [both laugh] 
 
Reflection 
Two main aspects are developed in this dialogue that relate to the belief and to the diagram 
under consideration. First, Kaisu has paralleled the parents’ belief in a self-initiated illness 
with what she considered the scientific view, the attacking bacteria. However, Johan expands 
on this by introducing a third scenario from natural science, which deserves a diagram in its 
own right, according to which our bodies live in symbiosis with many microorganisms (the 
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microbiota). Relating this situation to the parents’ beliefs, the body would not need to search 
for illness, but rather select or allow space for one or more of the already embedded micro-
organisms to take over. While the self-healing capacity of the body is widely acknowledged, 
believing in “self-inflicted illness actions” of the body represents a radical expansion of this 
view.  Johan considers this view too “far-fetched,” while Kaisu also finds it challenging to 
accept, as it would falsely blame people who happened to be ill. By relating the logic of 
science to the parents’ logic, Johan draws a parallel, a medical intervention that uses 
increased immunity to cleanse the body from cancer cells, which correlates with the parents’ 
belief in cleansing the body through illness. While these perspectives actually represent two 
opposing views, this “translation of logic” is considered as an exercise in relating to the 
parents’ line of thinking.  
The second aspect contemplated in this dialogue situates Kaisu closer to the parents’ world. 
The interviews indicated that the narrative of illness and the meaning of it are important to 
the parents, and Kaisu recognizes the same need for a coherent narrative in her own life, 
while also acknowledging that it may be simpler to adopt Johan’s belief in chance. The 
authors here include some of their personal life views in their reflections on the parents’ 
narratives, especially when it comes to aspects that are not primary concerns of science. In 
addition to reflections that relate to professional knowledge, the meaning-making dialogue 
thus allows the authors to personally agree or disagree, as well as to wonder, speculate, and 
freely associate with the parents’ narratives.   
 
3. The Body’s Physiology: Substance Drainage in the Body 
Belief: body as a container or pressure-cooker 
Story: suppress eczema, get asthma (inhibited restitution narrative) 
According to this health belief, the body has the intelligence to release unwanted substances. 
However, when this process is interrupted or suppressed by a medical intervention, such as a 
topical medication, the flow of the body’s natural discharge from inside to outside may turn 
inwards, causing even more challenging conditions. There is a perceived border between the 
inside and outside of the body, and in illness the body naturally directs unwanted substances 
towards the outside. This belief is thus expressed as an inhibited restitution narrative, 
functioning as a cautionary tale, in which an illness that would have naturally resulted in 
restitution (or improvement) in the child’s health will now, due to medical interventions, 
become worse. This story was told by a parent holding a coughing two-year old in her arms, 
and using the child as an example: “the reason she is coughing right now is….” The story 
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was conveyed with an “expert” voice: “what you often see is that when you suppress….” The 
child’s presence in the interview, initially considered as a challenge by Kaisu, thus prompted 
the emergence of this narrative. 
 
Fig. 3 Substance drainage in the body 
 
Kaisu:  This [diagram] communicates an understanding of the body, really the material side 
of it. The flow of things from the inside towards the outside, in the form of a narrative, was 
pretty surprising to me. One parent gave me an illustrative story: that everything is fine as 
long as you allow the body to discharge, or to drain, or to push out the unwanted or 
unneeded substances, such as bacteria and viruses. But if you medically interfere with this 
process, as is happening in this diagram, suppressing it through topical medicine like a 
cream, what needs to be released will turn inwards. In the parent’s example, eczema is a way 
in which the body releases through the skin, if this is suppressed, it will turn inwards to the 
lungs and cause asthma. 
Johan: When I saw the diagram, and especially after hearing you tell the narrative, I saw the 
situation very much from the perspective of psychiatry or human behaviourism. If you don’t 
speak up and don’t manage to express what you are feeling, then something bad can happen 
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to your self-esteem or you develop bodily pains and stomach-ache and things like that. To 
me, this view or narrative appears far more similar to concepts and terminology from our 
mental state than to those used in somatic medicine. However, there are some elements of 
similarity between my universe and the universe reflected in this narrative. For instance, if 
you treat an infection with antibiotics, you certainly interfere. If you interfere in an 
incomplete way, the bacteria remain in your body, but you are now selecting those bacteria 
that can survive that antibiotic. If you stop the treatment too early, or if you use a suboptimal 
antibiotic, you are likely to create another problem, resistant bacteria. These organisms can 
then cause far more severe diseases. So that, in short, is why we have this huge problem with 
antibiotic resistance. But the way that the woman thought about eczema and letting it blow 
itself out rather than getting asthma—that’s a completely different set of thoughts and beliefs, 
which I am not convinced about, or really, I don’t understand it.  
Kaisu: I’m thinking about what you said about psychiatry. To me, it sounds as though there 
are all these metaphors for the body implying that it is some kind of container or that the 
body is a kind of pressure cooker. The flow of what should go inside and what should stay 
outside, that is the kind of negotiation that you do in psychotherapy. So, maybe this is a 
physiological manifestation of the same narrative.  
 
Reflection  
This diagram, a cross-section, which perhaps comes the closest to an actual scientific 
diagram, generates two different readings. First, Johan connects the narrative about 
suppression and “inward turning” with psychiatry, leading Kaisu to consider that here the 
mental metaphor of a pressure cooker is translated into an understanding of the physiology. 
Second, Johan draws from his own field, by introducing a pharmaceutical “suppression-turns-
inward narrative” in the form of the development of antibiotic resistance. He is thus not only 
reading the diagram from the logic and language of science by labelling the diagram 
differently but he is also introducing an important theme that is indirectly related to vaccine-
hesitancy, the ever-increasing use of antibiotics.  
In this section, Johan indicates that the drawing’s meanings unravel primarily through 
Kaisu’s explanations on them and not by the diagram alone. However, the diagrams are not 
intended as such stand-alone conclusions of the interviews, but, instead, they have multiple 
roles in various phases of it. The majority of the meaning-making dialogue represented in this 
article concerns Kaisu employing the diagrams in guiding Johan along the parents’ health 
beliefs and Johan’s interpretations of these health belief narratives. Johan’s perceptions on 
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the visual features of the diagrams and the subsequent ethical consequences of these, 
however, will be framed outside of the scope of this article and explored elsewhere.  
 
4. Death as a Natural Part of Life 
Beliefs: we are part of nature, death is natural, and everybody has their time to die (destiny) 
Story: elderly family member, reincarnation 
 
This belief and its diagram are more controversial than the previous ones. Not only did some 
of the participants introduce contradictory beliefs, but the stories that were used to 
demonstrate this belief were either borrowed from other contexts (such as artificially 
prolonged life in elderly care) or kept abstract, like the concept of reincarnation. In neither 
case was the belief expressed in relation to the participants’ own children, nor was it 
connected directly to their vaccine-hesitancy.  
In the first interview, the participant explained that she understood death as a natural aspect 
of life, and that a long life for her was not an obvious goal, to be aimed for at any cost. On the 
contrary, she referred to an experience in which the healthcare system did not allow a person 
to die but kept them alive artificially. While this narrative was only indirectly linked to the 
parent’s concerns about vaccines, Kaisu began to explore this viewpoint of accepting death 
by adapting an existing diagram about vaccine hesitancy, introduced by MacDonald and the 
SAGE working group of Vaccine Hesitancy (2015, 4162). In the subsequent interviews, two 
other parents introduced the view, “if it’s your time, it’s your time,” seeing death as 
something predetermined, a destiny. However, after Kaisu showed her initial sketch of the 
diagram to Johan, he then showed the diagram to his colleagues, and they all found the 
diagram disturbing for several reasons. Johan told Kaisu that while he accepts vaccines, he 
also accepts that his life will at some point come to an end. From his perspective, this is 
obvious. To him, it seemed insulting to sketch that parents who do vaccinate their children do 
so due to their non-acceptance of death as a normal part of life. Furthermore, some 
participants, in an apparent contradiction with Kaisu’s initial assumption, stated that they 
could not accept it if something happened to their child as a result of their not vaccinating. In 
fact, there was a prevalent concern for the possibility of death when separated from a child. 
Yet, as a vehicle for conversation, the diagram stimulated examination of the relationship 
between fear, life, and vaccine-related decisions. 
Figure 4 presents an existing continuum in degrees of vaccine acceptance on the top and adds 
a parallel continuum considering the level of acceptance of health consequences on the 
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bottom. The layers incorporated in this diagram thus include the actual vaccine-hesitancy 
continuum, a continuum between an acceptance of illness and death extracted from the 
parents’ narratives and the gaps Johan identified in the latter “scale,” for instance, a 
possibility of a handicap as a result of illness. 
 
Fig. 4 Acceptance continuum 
 
Kaisu: This [diagram] can be seen as a rather radical scale; the reality is not a choice 
between accepting or refusing, there are grey areas between. There are people who accept 
illness as part of life, people who accept the risk of illness as part of life, and so forth. So the 
people who refuse death, would accept all the vaccinations.  
Johan: It’s certainly a way of thinking. However, I can add that even though I believe in 
vaccination and use all the vaccines I think are sensible and necessary, I also accept death as 
a very real possibility: tomorrow, today, or sometime in the not too distant future.  
Kaisu: You know, my illusions about it were quickly removed by you and even by the second 
interview where the participant, even though she is very selective about vaccines, thinks 
about death all the time, she is afraid of car accidents… 
Johan: She uses a safety belt? 
Kaisu: Yes, exactly. But someone else who completely refuses vaccines can see that the death 
of those who are evolutionally weaker can actually help counteract overpopulation.  
Johan: Did she say that? 
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Kaisu: Yes. But I have to admit that it’s not that black and white: the two people who said 
that immediately made a comment that this should not be taken out of context. 
Johan: So, they are not pro-eugenics: deleting those individuals with substantial handicaps 
or weaknesses who could not survive in nature or an unregulated society?  
 
Kaisu: No. The argument “everybody has their time to die” leads back to this longing for the 
natural, back to nature, seeing humans as animals. Part of me wishes to believe it is so, 
because it would be a lovely natural life, living in harmony with nature. It’s a scenario that I 
find very attractive as a life view. Then the idea of reincarnation—if it doesn’t work out in 
this life, there will be another one. I can imagine that it brings some kind of comfort if you 
believe that.  
Johan: It’s a continuum, but they are approaching a very, very difficult path. One thing you 
haven’t mentioned is the consequences and outcomes of disease other than death. Not 
everybody dies, but some get paralysis, and they can have sequelae [medical conditions as a 
consequence of disease] of various kinds. Through not vaccinating, you can create 
dysfunctional or handicapped children. So, that’s also one dimension that needs to be 
considered.  
Kaisu: Most parents didn’t really seem to think about the possibility of injury or handicap as 
a consequence, the decisions are made on the basis of how likely it is that you will die from 
this or not. And it’s also a different thing to accept death as part of life than to accept the 
death of your own child. 
Johan: Exactly.  
 
Reflection  
In this dialogue, Johan reflects on the participants’ beliefs in death as being a natural part of 
life from two distinct perspectives. First, he draws from his personal view of life by saying 
that his acceptance of vaccines does not exclude him from accepting death as well, which 
was initially Kaisu’s interpretation of a particular parent’s belief.  However, after completing 
all interviews, it appeared that the parents related to death in dramatically different ways. 
What they seemed to share was the aim of a “natural life” in harmony with nature. Kaisu 
identifies with the participants in this regard, while Johan reminds her that “natural” meant 
something different in the Middle Ages than in our times. Second, Johan drew attention to the 
risk of handicap as a consequence of not vaccinating, while Kaisu’s impression was that most 
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parents don’t seem to think about the possibility of injury or handicap as a consequence of 
disease. 
 
Negotiating the Motivations and Aims of the Project  
Johan: [The diagrams] bring me to a more general comment or to a concern that we should 
think about. These various stories of the narratives are very strong and you have tried to 
capture them in a few diagrams. However, what would you like the readers to think about and 
to associate with them?  
Kaisu: Are you afraid that by doing this I will convert more people to be vaccine hesitant 
because the diagrams make the vaccines sound too scary?   
Johan: I haven’t thought about being scared but how it should be “framed,” so to speak, in 
order to make an understandable story. There are all these different beliefs, all the different 
narratives. However, what do we want to be “the take home message”? How do we want the 
readers to absorb this text and then continue? What are the intentions and the purpose of the 
whole thing? 
Kaisu: I would say that the overall aim is to create a better understanding of vaccine-critical 
parents’ views on health, the body, and illness, especially among medical students, doctors, 
nurses, and other medical professionals. My personal starting point is an ambivalence 
towards vaccines. At first I thought I would operate as a kind of devil’s advocate in both 
directions. So, when I’m interviewing people—and this has happened in an interview—I have 
introduced something I’ve heard you saying, or I’ve heard clinicians saying, to challenge the 
participants. But I started to wonder if my overall aim became the ability to change their 
minds? I would feel a little bit as though I was betraying the parents if I was sharing in the 
aim of manipulating them out of their “fictitious” narratives.  
Johan: If that were even possible. [laugh] 
Kaisu: If you (the vaccine professionals) try to adapt strategies on how better to 
communicate with this group of people, that is fine with me. 
Johan: I’m definitely very positive about working on vaccines as a pharmacist and using 
vaccination as a preventive tool. There is too little that you can do with antibiotics or other 
drugs once the damage has happened. We have heard many of the arguments you have 
presented before, and my type of argument is also well known. But I think it is invaluable to 
understand what lies behind people’s decisions, especially when it comes to the reasoning of 
these parents. Why do they do as they do, and why is it so very important to them to be 
against vaccines? These things I need to learn about in greater depth, and perhaps we can 
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thereby make some contribution and “lower the barriers,” creating better communication and 
a more generous understanding. If we can contribute a little in this area, then I’ll be very 
happy.  
Kaisu: You have previously suggested that it is very much a question of identity, but I have to 
say I have my reservations about that, the suggestion that these parents would refuse 
vaccination just to feel that they belong to a special group. However, perhaps we could 
consider that they identify with being the “natural parent.” My impression is that they are 
longing for a natural and clean kind of life; they perceive vaccines to be harmful, dirty, 
infectious, chemical, and artificial, and that totally opposes their striving to be as natural as 
possible. So then, we need to ask, what is the definition of natural?  
Johan: That’s maybe my own take on the overall message: that their perception of vaccines 
and vaccination as being very unnatural doesn’t really hold up. So maybe we, the vaccine 
providers, should emphasize this and explain more about how these vaccines are 
manufactured, how they are controlled, and what they contain and do not contain. Vaccines 
are, in many ways, far more natural than antibiotics. The principle behind a vaccine is to 
stimulate the natural defence mechanisms of the human body. I think that the vaccine hesitant 
parents should reflect a little bit more about that, and perhaps we, as vaccine providers, could 
do better in presenting the fact that vaccines are actually stimulating the natural protective 
mechanisms of your own body. Thus, my learning and inspiration from our exercise is that 
one could communicate with the public more positively about vaccines and emphasize the 
natural, biological processes behind vaccination.  
 
Discussion 
This project has explored vaccine-hesitancy through visual-narrative means in an artist–
scientist collaboration. It had a dual purpose in understanding the vaccine-hesitant parents’ 
health beliefs and in developing an interdisciplinary arts-based method for exploring these. 
The study parallels the parents’ health beliefs with a scientific understanding of immunity 
and vaccines and considers the parents’ beliefs as expressed through narratives comparable 
with so-called illness narratives.  
The collaboration in this study is not only professionally interdisciplinary, but the authors 
represent different attitudes towards vaccines as well. This raises several questions: how do 
collaborators negotiate their different goals within the same project? While Kaisu’s goal and 
expectancy for this project may have been better understanding and improved communication 
with the vaccine-hesitant parents (and medical students), she does not share the ultimate goal 
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of changing the parents’ minds. Her goal is rather to open the medical students’ minds to be 
more tolerant of different worldviews without frustration. Furthermore, and equally 
important, was Kaisu’s purpose in exploring the topic as an artist, with an end goal (and 
expectancy) of creating compelling artworks, thus making the methodological development 
central to this project.  
One of the project’s methodological aims was to experiment with the role of arts-based 
diagrams in data analysis and knowledge transfer. In the collaborative meaning-making, the 
diagrams were presented simultaneously with the parents’ health beliefs. Johan was invited to 
respond to either the belief itself or to the diagrammatic interpretation. Most of the authors’ 
dialogue is a merger of these. However, the diagrams stimulated discussion on themes that 
were not present in the parents’ narratives but that are indirectly related to vaccine-hesitancy, 
for instance, the topic of antibiotic resistant bacteria. In a later stage of the project, the 
diagrams could be adapted or expanded as a result of the scientific reflections. Recurring 
questions in the authors’ talks were: what is the relationship between scientific facts and 
artistic ambiguity and is an illustration of a “false” belief dangerous? From Kaisu’s 
viewpoint, the ambiguity of arts-based research outputs, such as the diagrams and the short 
film, allow space for the audience to create their own interpretations and to activate them. 
Willingness to grant the audience such freedom derives from Kaisu’s detachment to the 
agenda of increasing the vaccine acceptance. Simultaneously, however, she feels a tension in 
whether provoking thought and discussion is sufficient or whether an artist (or a humanities 
researcher) should commit herself to a particular kind of change as a result of their activities, 
or, take an ethical stand at the least, when it comes to questions of global health, for instance. 
While the diagrams within the film are opposed with Johan’s views on vaccines, it is possible 
that in an exhibition, a viewer of the diagram prints only could perceive reinforcement for 
their existing health beliefs or, at least, cause them to wonder whether there is some truth 
behind these visualizations because they look convincing.  
Recruiting vaccine-hesitant parents’ through Kaisu’s social network and her sympathizing 
with some of their views raises several ethical questions. It could be considered that the 
researcher being so close to the participants (several of them she knew personally) would 
prevent her from creating the necessary distance and reduce her critical assessment of their 
views; however, this project considers trust to be fundamental for the participants who share 
their personal narratives. This trust greatly benefitted from the fact that Kaisu was not a 
scientist with the interests of pharmaceutical research or the industry in mind but that “she 
was one of them.” The role of mediator that Kaisu plays between the participants and Johan 
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(and the medical students) seems to be meaningful because it allows for a richer variety of 
voices to be present in the meaning-making as opposed to Johan communicating with the 
parents directly. Furthermore, Kaisu’s familiarity with the parents’ worlds allows her to step 
into their shoes and represent them in the dialogue with Johan, using role play as a way to 
speculate on aspects of and reasons for their narratives. In fact, both authors’ personal and 
imaginary viewpoints are welcome, together with their professional knowledge, as well as 
their humour, upset, doubt, or any range of emotions raised by the topic. Seen from another 
viewpoint, when evaluating the dialogues afterwards, Johan felt that certain spontaneous 
comments did not fully capture the range of his professional knowledge, which he wished to 
have better reflected. This implies that the dialogic meaning-making requires cycles of 
iteration and that speaking about a particular theme only once is insufficient.  
Among the major challenges of Kaisu’s mediator position and the polarizing research topic 
were the contrasting expectations of advocacy: some of the parents feel very strongly about 
their anti-vaccine opinions and may wish that this project expresses those messages as well. 
Simultaneously, Johan and his colleagues hope to increase vaccine acceptance and 
understanding, and would hope that this project supports that aim. Due to Kaisu mediating 
the interview findings, Johan did not communicate directly with the parents. However, he 
was introduced to the parents’ worlds, including their voices and images of their homes 
through audio-visual means. Johan also viewed the many versions of the short film intended 
for medical education, in which parts of the authors’ dialogue is also represented. 
Additionally, as Kaisu consulted with Johan during the interview cycle, she introduced many 
of Johan’s ideas during the interviews as well.  
In terms of a take-home message for the pharmaco-medical community, all the four main 
health beliefs discussed in this project can be connected to one underlying aim: “a natural 
way of living.” One of the major hurdles in understanding and working with vaccine-
hesitancy is communication with the parents. While it has been suggested that public health 
institutes should continue to communicate about the severity and susceptibility of vaccine-
preventable diseases (Harmsen et al. 2013), the interviews here indicate that consequence-
emphasizing, let alone fear-inducing, communication may not cause the desired response in 
this particular group of vaccine-hesitant parents. While the parents do lack elaborate and 
balanced information about the pros and cons of vaccines, the perceived natural way of living 
and conducting their own healthcare is paramount to most of these parents. This study 
suggests that it may be useful to consider whether vaccines could be discussed further in this 
particular context, as well. Finally, as the interviews indicate that the vaccine-critical parents 
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often associate particular vaccine-preventable diseases with developmental advantages, it 
may be beneficial to address these aspects in conversations with them. 
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